High Resolution satellite Imagery is an important source for road network extraction for urban road database creation, refinement and updating. However due to complexity of the scene in an urban environment, automated extraction of such features using various line and edge detection algorithms is limited. In this paper we present an integrated approach to extract road network from high resolution space imagery. The proposed approach begins with segmentation of the scene with Multi-resolution Object Oriented segmentation. This step focuses on exploiting both spatial and spectral information for the target feature extraction. The road regions are automatically identified using a soft fuzzy classifier based on a set of predefined membership functions. A number of shape descriptors are computed to reduce the misclassifications between road and other spectrally similar objects. The detected road segments are further refined using morphological operations to form final road network, which is then evaluated for its completeness, correctness and quality. The experiments were carried out of fused IKONOS 2 , Quick bird ,Worldview 2 Products with fused resolution's ranging from 0.5m to 1 m. Results indicate that the proposed methodology is effective in extracting accurate road networks from high resolution imagery.
INTRODUCTION
The availability of space borne images at finer spatial resolutions has opened new vistas in the areas of detailed automated feature extraction. Mapping and extraction of features from satellite imagery is a fundamental operation for updating maps. While road extraction has been performed by digitizing maps, the update and refinement of the road geometry is often based on aerial imagery or high resolution satellite imagery. Automatic road extraction from Remote sensing imagery has attracted much attention for the last few decades. Automatic feature extraction has become a main objective to save time in updating data, and as a result of this, people are changing progressively to new procedures (Kumar2009 a, Jin , 2005 . Automated road information extraction from highresolution images holds great potential for significant reduction of database development cost and turnaround time and vigorous efforts have been made to develop better algorithms and methodologies for this purpose (Mokhtarzade 2008 , Mena, 2005 .
The most common automated techniques for road extraction in images with low resolution are detection and following of lines. However automatic road extraction from dense urban areas using very high spatial resolution images is a challenging issue due to the high complex image scene and occlusions caused by high buildings and their shadows . Nevertheless some attempts have been made in this area and have achieved abundant results. Mohammadzadeh, A. et. al (2008) carried out an approach to detect road network from high resolution image using combination of a developed fuzzy system and mathematical morphology. This method was successfully executed on different regions including urban, suburban and rural areas. In Mena, J.B et al (2005) , a method for automatic road extraction in rural and semi-urban areas was presented. The system includes four different modules: data pre-processing; binary segmentation based on three levels of texture statistical evaluation; automatic vectorization by means of skeletal extraction; and finally a module for system evaluation. Wang, Y et al (2008) presented an approach of multi-resolution analysis to extract road information from high resolution imagery. In this method, first, high resolution imagery was divided into a series of different resolution images. According to the representation characteristics of roads at different resolution, roads geometrical, radiometric, and topological attributes were analysed and carried out a variety of processes such as image enhancement, edge detection, road finding, tracking and linking.
Inspite of all the efforts existing road extraction methods still have limitations in popularization and application. Further the extraction accuracy cannot satisfy the needs of engineering application. The automation is in a relatively low level and the performance is limited by either road materials or complex road networks or the obstructions causing the visibility of road in a satellite image. Full automation of the extraction of topographic objects is currently practically impossible for almost all applications and thus a combination with human interaction is necessary. With an aim to exploit the high content of textural, spatial and spectral information present in high resolution satellite imagery an attempt has been made to develop a methodology to extract roads and evaluate the road extractions in an urban environment utilizing the recent advanced techniques at a low cost.
DATA AND RESEARCH METHODS
The experiment has been carried out on different kind of road segment ranging from planned and unplanned urban road segments as well as rural roads. The satellite data utilized for this study is acquired by Worldview2, Quick Bird, IKONOS and high-resolution commercial earth observation satellites collecting data in panchromatic mode to 0.4 ,0.61m and 1 m respectively , pixel resolution degree of detail. The satellite collects panchromatic (black & white) imagery as well as multispectral imagery at 1.6, 2.5 and 4 meter resolution.
Figure 1 : Integrated Work Flow Figure 1 illustrates the workflow of the integrated processing for road feature extraction from urban environment. The prerequisite to road extraction is the pre-processing of raw images which include registration of the image, merging and selection of an area of interest. Image registration is the process of transforming the different sets of data into one coordinate system. Registration is necessary in order to be able to compare or integrate the data obtained from different measurements. The panchromatic and multispectral images were registered with the same coordinate system to a sub pixel accuracy. Fusion is the process of integrating two or more images of same or different resolutions using certain approach to acquire a composite image with high degree of information. The two registered images were fused together with principal component analysis technique as all the four multispectral bands could be used, as compared to other techniques where fusion is limited to three bands.
As the resolution of the fused product was large road with both the bounding edges were visible on the image. The process of detecting objects in an image consists of a sequence of segmentation and classification procedures. Multi-resolution Segmentation was carried out by applying different scale parameter, shape factor, smoothness and compactness. The scale determines the size of an image object formed during segmentation. It measures the maximum change in heterogeneity that may occur when merging of two image objects. The heterogeneity criterion then comprises of the colour / tone and shape. This process works on the spectral behaviour of the pixels. The spectral criterion is the change in heterogeneity. The shape criterion is composed of smoothness and compactness of the image object. Smoothness criteria smoothens the borders of objects while compactness analyses how compactly the images are bounded together. Once suitable parameters are identified, the pixels having a homogeneous pattern are grouped into image objects. Different image objects have different spectral, shape, and hierarchical characteristics. A rule set then has to be defined which is needed to separate different classes. For the study area, the image was segmented in 6 different levels with scale parameters ranging from 10 with an increment of 5 with a constant shape factor of 0.3, compactness and smoothness of 0.1 and 0.9 respectively. It was observed that the road objects were well defined at Level 5 with a scale parameter of 30 which was used for further image analysis.
While developing a rule set information about the attributes of image objects, such as their color layer value, texture or shape is needed. Layer values evaluate the mean and standard deviation of an image object's pixel value and the object's relations to other image object's pixel values. Shape features evaluate the image object's shape in a variety of respects. If image objects of a certain class stand out because of their shape, a rule that describes them can be formed. In addition a large number of features based upon the co-occurrence matrix after Haralick can be utilized. Therefore rules are defined using fuzzy membership functions and Image object attribute values. The fuzzy rules applicable for road side extraction on the test site are tabulated in table 1. In the next step a class hierarchy of road class was generated, which contains set of object-based rules with their corresponding membership values. Once these rules are collectively compiled in a class hierarchy, the classification of road can be done. The output classified image was further processed for the purpose of smoothening with a close function morphological operation using 5×5 kernel. Figure 2 illustrates the results of the steps of processing . Figure 3a presents major road segment and 3b presents the complex road segments overlaid on the satellite imagery. Figure 3 Extracted Road Segments overlaid over the satellite imagery
ROAD ACCURACY ASSESSMENT
For evaluating the accuracy of the extracted road segment's evaluation procedure as recommended by Wiedemann C et. all (1998) was applied. The extracted road centrelines and road sides were compared with visually interpreted and manually plotted road axis and boundaries in the reference data. The matching accuracy of extracted road primitives to the reference network is evaluated and the quality measures of correctness, completeness based on the above matching process were quantified.
Matching was performed according to the buffer method and in the first step; a buffer of constant pre-defined width (buffer width) was constructed around the reference road data. The buffer width used was 1/3 of road width. The parts of the extracted data within the buffer are considered as matched. Following the notation of (Shufelt J.A, 1994 ) the matched extracted data denoted as true positive with length TP emphasizing the fact that the extraction algorithm has indeed found a road, the unmatched extracted data is denoted as false positive with length FP, because the extracted road hypotheses are incorrect. In the second step, matching was performed in the other direction. The buffer was now constructed around the extracted road data, and the parts of the reference data lying in the buffer are considered to be matched. In case of low redundancy, their length can be approximated with TP. The unmatched reference data are denoted as false negative with length FN. Figure 4 illustrates presents the matched roads as well as the unmatched portions.
The completeness is the percentage of the reference data which is explained by the extracted data, i.e., the percentage of the reference network which lies within the buffer around the extracted data. The correctness represents the percentage of correctly extracted road data, i.e., the percentage of the extracted data which lie within the buffer around the network. The quality is a measure of the final result of combining completeness and correctness into a single measure. The overall quality achieved was 72.36%, completeness and correctness were 87.98% and 79.90% respectively.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, an approach to detect road from high resolution image using was carried out. The approach used in this research was focused on extracting the complete road boundary from the fused high spatial and multispectral image. Upon the analysis using the method described above, it was found that the study area contains structures like trees and vehicles that make the road extraction process bit more difficult. The obstacles on road which make the road boundary difficult are the tree line bounding the road segments, shadows of high buildings fall on the road and the tone of the road spectrally mixing up to with building rooftops. Another problem encountered was different structures that form main road. Some road segments are made up of a combination of metalled road and concrete road , where as some segments of main road composed of metalled and nonmetalled roads and other areas have 'tracks' along the road side.
Among them, the extracted road boundary comprised the metalled road. . Moreover high resolution imagery reveals detailed information about ground flatness. This utilized detailed information causes imprecise road extraction using pixel-based approaches due to high tonal variation.
Although major road boundary has been extracted, the minor roads are still left to be extracted. Initially, attempt had been made to extract major road as well as minor road simultaneously, but the result obtained gave an indication that for minor road, segmentation parameter chosen should be smaller as compared a large segment which satisfies for extraction of main road. Hence extraction of the remaining minor roads was carried out as a separate study. The proposed approach is well suited for WorldView IKONOS and Quickbird images with a resolution of (0.4 m) to (2.5 m). However the algorithm and parameters behaviour expected to be similar on other available resolution like IRS-CARTOSAT high resolution data which can be further investigated
